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Fated
The Empire State is dying. The Fissure connecting the
pocket universe to New York has vanished, plunging
the city into a deep freeze and the populace are
demanding a return to Prohibition and rationing as
energy supplies dwindle. Meanwhile, in 1954 New
York, the political dynamic has changed and Nimrod
finds his department subsumed by a new group,
Atoms For Peace, led by the mysterious Evelyn
McHale. As Rad uncovers a new threat to his city,
Atoms For Peace prepare their army for a
transdimensional invasion. Their goal: total conquest
– or destruction – of the Empire State. File Under:
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Science Fiction [ Splitting the Atoms | Angry Robots |
Crossing | Universal Destruction ]

Alchemystic
The Land Across
Last to Rise
Seventeen-year-old Eric is a kick-butt squire to the
most revered and protective knight in
Fallhollow—well, he would be if Sir Trogsdill allowed
him to do anything even remotely chivalrous.
Determined to prove his self-worth, Eric sets out to
find the mythical paladin summoned to protect the
realm. After all, if he can join forces with this
legendary savior Sir Trogsdill will have to promote
him to knighthood, right? Meanwhile, 16-year-old
David is whisked off to the magical realm of Fallhollow
where everyone thinks he's some sort of paladin
destined to fulfill a wacked-out, two-hundred year old
prophecy. As Paladin, David is supposed to help kill a
dragon bent on destroying the realm, but he needs
some sort of magic key to do it. The problem is that
the key is around the neck of an annoying squire
who's too wrapped up in proving himself which makes
him completely unhelpful. With egos as big as the
dragon they need to destroy, Eric and David must get
over themselves or watch everything they know and
love burn.
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As the Shadow Rises
Having failed English, eighteen-year-old Steve York
must generate a paper to get credit and chooses to
write about his years in high school, during which he
experienced his first love and struggled with family
relationships.

Rats Saw God
Hitman Don Drake owes a gambling debt to a demon.
Forced to carry out one more assassination to clear
his debt, Don unwittingly kills an innocent child and
brings the Furies of Greek myth down upon himself.
Rescued by an almost-fallen angel called Trixie, Don
and his magical accomplice The Burned Man, an
imprisoned archdemon, are forced to deal with Lucifer
himself whilst battling a powerful evil magician. Now
Don must foil Lucifer’s plan to complete Trixie’s fall
and save her soul whilst preventing the Burned Man
from breaking free from captivity and wreaking havoc
on the entire world.

Fade to Black
Edrik, son of the murdered regent of the Drakes, is a
"pinion" and never gained his dragon magic. Unfit to
marry his love, the princess Lissara, Edrik seeks to
prove himself worthy. He and two comrades embark
on a dangerous mission to find Lissara's missing
father, Grabak, the dragon king, before the
murderous Black Dragon usurps the throne.
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Ghost Gone Wild
'Insightful and ingenious . . . Intrusion is both horrific
and comic, and deals movingly with the
consequences of genetic fixes' - GUARDIAN 'Intrusion
is a finely-tuned, in-your-face argument of a novel . . .
MacLeod will push your buttons - and make you think'
- SFX Imagine a near-future city, say London, where
medical science has advanced beyond our own and a
single-dose pill has been developed that, taken when
pregnant, eradicates many common genetic defects
from an unborn child. Hope Morrison, mother of a
hyperactive four-year-old, is expecting her second
child. She refuses to take The Fix, as the pill is known.
This divides her family and friends and puts her and
her husband in danger of imprisonment or worse. Is
her decision a private matter of individual choice, or is
it tantamount to willful neglect of her unborn child? A
plausible and original novel with sinister echoes of
1984 and Brave New World. Books by Ken MacLeod:
Fall Revolution The Star Fraction The Stone Canal The
Cassini Division The Sky Road Engines of Light
Cosmonaut Keep Dark Light Engine City Corporation
Wars Trilogy Dissidence Insurgence Emergence
Novels The Human Front Newton's Wake Learning the
World The Execution Channel The Restoration Game
Intrusion Descent

Forged
Eve, along with her sister Zoey, has an uncanny knack
for helping people who frequent the Pike bakery at
Pike Place Market in Seattle to find love. Her meddling
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is a thing of legends when it comes to matchmaking.
But for Eve, it is a spectator sport as she has never
really pursued a romantic relationship of her own.
Love was for other people, and she basked in the
results of watching people find their happily ever
afters. Imagine her surprise when serendipity came
knocking and she found herself falling head over
heels. Her family has been dying of curiosity for
months to find out who has Eve sneaking off to talk to
in the middle of movies, or has her turning down
events because she "has a date." Her secret has them
all frantically trying to discover who has stolen the red
headed dynamo's heart. Eve promises everyone that
her certain someone will be attending their annual
family Thanksgiving celebration but first, she has to
pick up a family friend from London at the airport.
(The Pike series is set in the same world as Music of
the Soul and London Harmony, and can be read as a
standalone book.)

Swords and Scoundrels
They say that the Thorn of Camorr can beat anyone in
a fight. They say he steals from the rich and gives to
the poor. They say he's part man, part myth, and
mostly street-corner rumor. And they are wrong on
every count. Only averagely tall, slender, and godawful with a sword, Locke Lamora is the fabled Thorn,
and the greatest weapons at his disposal are his wit
and cunning. He steals from the rich - they're the only
ones worth stealing from - but the poor can go steal
for themselves. What Locke cons, wheedles and tricks
into his possession is strictly for him and his band of
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fellow con-artists and thieves: the Gentleman
Bastards. Together their domain is the city of Camorr.
Built of Elderglass by a race no-one remembers, it's a
city of shifting revels, filthy canals, baroque palaces
and crowded cemeteries. Home to Dons, merchants,
soldiers, beggars, cripples, and feral children. And to
Capa Barsavi, the criminal mastermind who runs the
city. But there are whispers of a challenge to the
Capa's power. A challenge from a man no one has
ever seen, a man no blade can touch. The Grey King
is coming. A man would be well advised not to be
caught between Capa Barsavi and The Grey King.
Even such a master of the sword as the Thorn of
Camorr. As for Locke Lamora

The Book of Irish Verse
Death is no stranger in the city of Erisín-- but some
deaths attract more attention than others. When a
prostitute dies carrying a royal signet, Isyllt Iskaldur,
necromancer and agent of the Crown, is called to
investigate. Her search leads to desecrated tombs
below the palace, and the lightless vaults of the
vampiric vrykoloi deep beneath the city. But worse
things than vampires are plotting in Erisín As a
sorcerous plague sweeps the city and demons stalk
the streets, Isyllt must decide who she's prepared to
betray, before the city built on bones falls into blood
and fire.

The Faber Book of Irish Verse
The jaw-dropping, page-turning, critically-acclaimed
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book of the year: a serial-killer thriller unlike any
other from the award-winning Lauren Beukes. ‘GONE
GIRL has not exactly gone. But THE SHINING GIRLS
have arrived’ (The Times).

Between Two Thorns
Alex Verus faces his dark side in this return to the
bestselling urban fantasy series about a Londonbased mage. To protect his friends, Mage Alex Verus
has had to change--and embrace his dark side. But
the life mage Anne has changed too, and made a
bond with a dangerous power. She's going after
everyone she's got a grudge against--and it's a long
list. In the meantime, Alex has to deal with his archenemy, Levistus. The Council's death squads are
hunting Alex as well as Anne, and the only way for
Alex to stop them is to end his long war with Levistus
and the Council, by whatever means necessary. It will
take everything Alex has to stay a step ahead of the
Council and stop Anne from letting the world burn.

In the Shadow of the Dragon King
A murder-for-hire goes wrong in this thriller by “one of
the most consistently entertaining, insightful crime
writers working today” (Gillian Flynn). After Alan
Langford’s charred remains were found in his burntout Jaguar, his abused, long-suffering wife, Donna,
was found guilty of conspiracy to commit murder and
sentenced to ten years at Wakefield Prison. It was
worth the time. But shortly before her release, Donna
receives a nasty shock: an anonymous letter
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containing a recent photo of her husband—the man
she despised and feared, the man she paid to have
killed, the man she’s now begging London inspector
Tom Thorne to find. Even for a seasoned DI like
Thorne, this is a first: tracking a man who’s come
back from the dead. But when Donna’s daughter
suddenly disappears, Thorne finds himself following
two trails of revenge and double cross. And they’re
both leading into the menacing shadow of a killer who
wants the case buried for good. With his multiple
award-winning series, “Mark Billingham has brought a
rare and welcome blend of humanity, dimension, and
excitement to the genre” (George Pelecanos). From
the Dead is not only “a good crime story, but . . . [a]
novel . . .about the complexities and pitfalls of love”
(The Washington Post). “Engrossing . . . chillingly
clever.” —Publishers Weekly “Mark Billingham is one
of my favorite new writers.” —Harlan Coben “Tom
Thorne is a wonderful creation. Rush to read these
books.” —Karin Slaughter, New York
Times–bestselling author

Before the Fall
Offers advice on real-world practices, professional
do's and don'ts, and business rules for those in the
graphic arts.

Burn Your Portfolio
AN OLD FRIEND OF THE FAMILY… Alexandra Belarus is
a struggling artist living in New York City, even
though her family is rich in real estate, including a
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towering Gothic Gramercy Park building built by her
great-great-grandfather. But the truth of her bloodline
is revealed when she is attacked on the street and
saved by an inhumanly powerful winged figure. A
figure who knows the Belarus name… Lexi’s greatgreat-grandfather was a Spellmason—an artisan who
could work magic on stone. But in his day, dark forces
conspired against him and his, so he left a spell of
protection on his family. Now that Lexi is in danger,
the spell has awoken her ancestor’s most trusted and
fearsome creation: a gargoyle named Stanis. Lexi and
Stanis are equally surprised to find themselves bound
to each other. But as they learn to work together,
they realize that only united can they save the city
they both love…

Pure Goldwater
Six of Crows meets Graceling with a dash of Winter is
Coming in Katy Rose Pool's second installment of the
action-packed and swoon-worthy Age of Darkness
series--As the Shadow Rises. "As the Shadow Rises
solidifies Katy Rose Pool's status as one of the best
fantasy writers of the 21st century." —Popsugar The
Last Prophet has been found, yet he sees destruction
ahead. In this sequel to the critically-acclaimed There
Will Come a Darkness, kingdoms have begun to fall to
a doomsday cult, the magical Graced are being
persecuted, and an ancient power threatens to break
free. But with the world hurtling toward its
prophesized end, Anton’s haunting vision reveals the
dangerous beginnings of a plan to stop the Age of
Darkness. As Jude, Keeper of the Order of the Last
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Light, returns home in disgrace, his quest to aid the
Prophet is complicated by his growing feelings for
Anton. Meanwhile, the assassin known as the Pale
Hand will stop at nothing to find her undead sister
before she dies for good, even if it means letting the
world burn. And in Nazirah, Hassan, the kingdom-less
Prince, forms a risky pact to try to regain his throne.
When the forces of light and darkness collide in the
City of Mercy, old wounds are reopened, new alliances
are tested, and the end of the world begins. The Age
of Darkness trilogy is perfect for fans of Throne of
Glass, Children of Blood and Bone, and An Ember in
the Ashes. * "Adventurous relic-hunting, mind-blowing
twists, budding love, and terrible betrayals feature in
this multiple-narrator, character-driven study of
power, agency, and identity." —Kirkus Reviews,
starred review Praise for There Will Come a Darkness
"Reading this intricate YA fantasy, you get the feeling
Katy Rose Pool’s plot is always seven steps ahead of
you. You’ll want to catch up as quickly as possible."
—Refinery 29

Bloodline
A bold and ghostly stand-alone from New York Times
bestselling author Colleen Houck, with all the
moodiness of Sleepy Hollow and all the romance her
fans love. Welcome to a world where nightmarish
creatures reign supreme. Five hundred years ago,
Jack made a deal with the devil. It's difficult for him to
remember much about his mortal days. So he focuses
on fulfilling his sentence as a Lantern--one of the
watchmen who guard the portals to the Otherworld, a
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realm crawling with every nightmarish creature
imaginable. Jack has spent centuries jumping from
town to town, ensuring that nary a mortal--or not-somortal--soul slips past him. That is, until he meets
beautiful Ember O'Dare. Seventeen, stubborn, and a
natural-born witch, Ember feels a strong pull to the
Otherworld. Undeterred by Jack's warnings, she
crosses into the forbidden plane with the help of a
mysterious and debonair vampire--and the chase
through a dazzling, dangerous world is on. Jack must
do everything in his power to get Ember back where
she belongs before both the earthly and unearthly
worlds descend into chaos. Colleen Houck, the New
York Times bestselling author of the Tiger's Curse
series and the Reawakened series, breathes new life
into classic folklore in this wild, twisting adventure
propelled by the spirit of Halloween. "[Houck] offers a
fresh spin on The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." --Kirkus
Reviews "A wild and seductive adventure. . . . A musthave for YA collections." --SLJ "The Lantern's Ember
has something for everyone. From an old-timey
village to ghost stories to pirates to steampunk
influences, nobody is left unsatisfied."
--TeenReads.com

Legends and Liars
Jevik travels to the city of Olondria where he is
overtaken by a ghost from his past.

The Black Prism
Legends and Liars is the second book in the Duelist's
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trilogy -- a fast-paced adventure from one of the most
exciting new talents in fantasy. Vocho and Kacha are
brother and sister, and between them they've got
quite a reputation. They were once know for the finest
swordplay in the city of Reyes. The only problem is,
ever since they were thrown out of the Duelist's Guild
for accidentally killing a man they were sworn to
protect, it seems everyone wants them dead.
Including a dark magician whose plans they recently
thwarted Now Vocho and Kacha are in the midst of an
uneasy truce, not sure whether to trust each other, or
anyone else for that matter. What's more, the sinister
magician is rumored to have returned. Now he knows
who was behind the failure of his last plan, he's
determined to put a stop to Vocho and Kacha
permanently. And this time, the flash of steel may not
be enough to save them.

From the Dead
MAHALA - CITY OF CONTRASTS. LIGHT AND DARK.
HOPE AND DESPAIR. Rojan Dizon just wants to keep
his head down. But his worst nightmare is around the
corner. With the destruction of their power source, the
vertical city of Mahala is crisis. Riots are breaking out,
mages are being murdered and the city is divided.
But Rojan's hunt for the killers will make him
responsible for complete anarchy. Either that, or an
all-out war. And there's nothing Rojan hates more
than being responsible. THE ADVENTURES OF ROJAN
DIZON A tale of corruption and dark magic set in a
world that's both vertigo-inducing and awe-inspiring.
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Dragon Ascending
In a world where magic is tightly controlled, the most
powerful man in history must choose between his
kingdom and his son in the first book in the epic NYT
bestselling Lightbringer series. Guile is the Prism. He
is high priest and emperor, a man whose power, wit,
and charm are all that preserves a tenuous peace. Yet
Prisms never last, and Guile knows exactly how long
he has left to live. When Guile discovers he has a son,
born in a far kingdom after the war that put him in
power, he must decide how much he's willing to pay
to protect a secret that could tear his world apart. If
you loved the action and adventure of the Night Angel
trilogy, you will devour this incredible epic fantasy
series by Brent Weeks. Lightbringer The Black Prism
The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror
The Burning White For more from Brent Weeks, check
out: Night Angel The Way of Shadows Shadow's Edge
Beyond the ShadowsPerfect Shadow: A Night Angel
Novella Night Angel: The Complete Trilogy
(omnibus)The Way of Shadows: The Graphic Novel

Through Wolf's Eyes
Two siblings. Outcasts for life. together. What could
possibly go wrong? Vocho and Kacha are champion
duelists: a brother and sister known for the finest
swordplay in the city of Reyes. Or at least they used
to be-until they were thrown out of the Duelist's Guild.
As a last resort, they turn reluctant highwaymen. But
when they pick the wrong carriage to rob, their simple
plans to win back fame and fortune go south fast.
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After barely besting three armed men and a powerful
magician, Vocho and Kacha make off with an
immense locked chest. But the contents will bring
them much more than they've bargained for when
they find themselves embroiled in a dangerous plot to
return an angry king to power. Swords and Scoundrels
is the first book in The Duelist's Trilogy -- a tale of
death, magic, and family loyalty.

Black Irish
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this explosive debut
thriller by the author of Empire of Blue Water, a
brilliant homicide detective returns home, where she
confronts a city’s dark demons and her own past
while pursuing a brutal serial killer on a vengeful
rampage. Absalom “Abbie” Kearney grew up an
outsider in her own hometown. Even being the
adopted daughter of a revered cop couldn’t keep
Abbie’s troubled past from making her a misfit in the
working-class Irish American enclave of South Buffalo.
And now, despite a Harvard degree and a police
detective’s badge, she still struggles to earn the
respect and trust of those she’s sworn to protect. But
all that may change, once the killing starts. When
Jimmy Ryan’s mangled corpse is found in a local
church basement, this sadistic sacrilege sends a bonedeep chill through the winter-whipped city. It also
seems to send a message—one that Abbie believes
only the fiercely secretive citizens of the
neighborhood known as “the County” understand. But
in a town ruled by an old-world code of silence and
secrecy, her search for answers is stonewalled at
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every turn, even by fellow cops. Only when Abbie
finds a lead at the Gaelic Club, where war stories,
gossip, and confidences flow as freely as the drink, do
tongues begin to wag—with desperate warnings and
dire threats. And when the killer’s mysterious calling
card appears on her own doorstep, the hunt takes a
shocking twist into her own family’s past. As the grisly
murders and grim revelations multiply, Abbie wages a
chilling battle of wits with a maniac who sees into her
soul, and she swears to expose the County’s hidden
history—one bloody body at a time. With Black Irish,
Stephen Talty stakes a place beside Jo Nesbø, John
Sandford, and Tana French on the cutting edge of
psychological crime thrillers. Praise for Black Irish
“Abbie Kearney is one of the most intriguing new
suspense protagonists in memory, and Black Irish
marks the captivating start of a brilliant thriller
series.”—Tess Gerritsen “Luxuriantly cinematic . . . a
compulsively readable crime thriller . . . Move over V.
I. Warshawski; Buffalo gets its own crime novel
heroine.”—The Buffalo News “A suspenseful debut
novel with a circuitous plot . . . Black Irish is simply a
riveting read.”—Booklist (starred review) “Talty shows
his chops when recounting [Buffalo’s] Irish
roots.”—Kirkus Reviews “Talty does a fine job
portraying the cohesiveness of the Irish, their loyalty
to one another, and their obsession with their history.
. . . A memorable story of betrayal and
vengeance.”—Publishers Weekly From the Hardcover
edition.

Blackwing
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An American writer of travel guides in need of a new
location chooses to travel to a small and obscure
Eastern European country. The moment Grafton
crosses the border he is in trouble, much more than
he could have imagined. His passport is taken by
guards, and then he is detained for not having it. He
is released into the custody of a family, but is again
detained. It becomes evident that there are
supernatural agencies at work, but they are not in
some ways as threatening as the brute forces of
bureaucracy and corruption in that country. Is our
hero in fact a spy for the CIA? Or is he an innocent
citizen caught in a Kafkaesque trap? In The Land
Across, Gene Wolfe keeps us guessing until the very
end, and after. A Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book of
2013 At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Havenstar
Beautiful and nuanced as it is dangerous, the
manners of Regency and Victorian England blend into
a scintillating fusion of urban fantasy and court
intrigue. Between Mundanus, the world of humans,
and Exilium, the world of the Fae, lies the Nether, a
mirror-world where the social structure of 19thcentury England is preserved by Fae-touched families
who remain loyal to their ageless masters. Born into
this world is Catherine Rhoeas-Papaver, who escapes
it all to live a normal life in Mundanus, free from her
parents and the strictures of Fae-touched society. But
now she’s being dragged back to face an arranged
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marriage, along with all the high society trappings it
entails. Crossing paths with Cathy is Max, an Arbiter
of the Split Worlds treaty with a dislocated soul who
polices the boundaries between the worlds, keeping
innocents safe from the Fae. After a spree of
kidnappings and the murder of his fellow Arbiters,
Max is forced to enlist Cathy’s help in unravelling a
high-profile disappearance within the Nether. Getting
involved in the machinations of the Fae, however,
may prove fatal to all involved. “BETWEEN TWO
THORNS shows the darkness beneath the glamour of
the social Season. Learning to be a young lady has
never seemed so dangerous.”—Mary Robinette Kowal,
Hugo Award-winning fantasy author “Emma Newman
is an extraordinary new voice in SF/F.”—Paul Cornell,
Hugo Award winner and author of LONDON FALLING
and SAUCER COUNTRY

The Pike: New Beginnings
A well-meaning ghost returns to earth and saves a
young man from being shot, only to lose her ability to
disappear in the latest book in the series following
Dead, White and Blue. (mystery & detective).

The Lantern's Ember
The Eight Stabilities are islands of order surrounded
by corrupting, lethal chaos-and the chaos is
encroaching. All Keris Kaylen ever wanted was to be a
mapmaker like her father. Instead, she finds herself
on the run into the realm of Carasma, the Unmaker
Lord of Chaos. When her path crosses that of the
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traitorous aristocrat, Davron Storre, she's way out of
her depth, with no idea that the magic map she's
inherited might make a difference to the world

The Shining Girls
Alex Verus is part of a world hidden in plain sight,
running a magic shop in London. And while Alex's own
powers aren't as showy as some mages, he does have
the advantage of foreseeing the possible
future--allowing him to pull off operations that have a
million-to-one-chance of success. But when Alex is
approached by multiple factions to crack open a relic
from a long-ago mage war, he knows that whatever's
inside must be beyond powerful. And thanks to his
abilities, Alex can predict that by taking the job, his
odds of survival are about to go from slim to none

The Age Atomic
This rich and unusual anthology includes lesser known
poets as well as recognized masters to trace the
origins and development of a distinctive poetry
tradition. The poems reflect on everything from
unrequited love to the political hardships and
triumphs of the Irish people.

Korea for Kids
Barry Goldwater was a defining figure in American
public life, a firebrand politician associated with an
optimistic brand of conservatism. In an era in which
American conservatism has lost his way, his legacy is
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more important than ever. For over 50 years, in those
moments when he was away from the political fray,
Senator Goldwater kept a private journal, recording
his reflections on a rich political and personal life.
Here bestselling author John Dean combines analysis
with Goldwater's own words. With unprecedented
access to his correspondence, interviews, and behindthe-scenes conversations, Dean sheds new light on
this political figure. From the late Senator's honest
thoughts on Richard Nixon to his growing discomfort
with the rise of the extreme right, Pure Goldwater
offers a revelatory look at an American icon--and also
reminds us of a more hopeful alternative to the
dispiriting political landscape of today.

The Bone Palace
Meet Edinburgh Detective Inspector Liz Kavanaugh,
head of the Innovative Crimes Investigation Unit,
otherwise known as the Rule 34 Squad. They monitor
the Internet for potential criminal activity, analyzing
trends in the extreme fringes of explicit content. And
occasionally, even more disturbing patterns arise…
Three ex-cons have been murdered in Germany, Italy,
and Scotland. The only things they had in common
were arrests for spamming—and a taste for
unorthodox entertainment. As the first officer on the
scene of the most recent death, Liz finds herself
sucked into an international investigation that isn’t so
much asking who the killer is, but what—and if she
doesn't find the answer soon, the homicides could go
viral.
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The Lies of Locke Lamora
From the depths of a valley rises the city of Mahala
It's a city built upwards, not across - where streets are
built upon streets, buildings upon buildings. A city
that the Ministry rules from the sunlit summit, and
where the forsaken lurk in the darkness of Under.
Rojan Dizon doesn't mind staying in the shadows,
because he's got things to hide. Things like being a
pain-mage, with the forbidden power to draw magic
from pain. But he can't hide for ever. Because when
Rojan stumbles upon the secrets lurking in the depths
of the Pit, the fate of Mahala will depend on him using
his magic. And unlucky for Rojan - this is going to
hurt.

The Alchemist of Souls
Set in the near future, this action-packed YA
novel—already optioned by Sony Pictures—will take
readers out of this world and on a quest to become
one of six teens sent on a mission to Jupiter’s moon.
This is the next must-read for fans of Illuminae and
The Martian. When Leo and Naomi are drafted, along
with twenty-two of the world’s brightest teenagers,
into the International Space Training Camp, their lives
are forever changed. Overnight, they become global
celebrities in contention for one of the six slots to
travel to Europa—Jupiter’s moon—and establish a new
colony, leaving their planet forever. With Earth
irreparably damaged, the future of the human race
rests on their shoulders. For Leo, an Italian
championship swimmer, this kind of purpose is a
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reason to go on after losing his family. But Naomi, an
Iranian-American science genius, is suspicious of the
ISTC and the fact that a similar mission failed under
mysterious circumstances, killing the astronauts
onboard. She fears something equally sinister
awaiting the Final Six beneath Europa’s surface. In
this cutthroat atmosphere, surrounded by strangers
from around the world, Naomi finds an unexpected
friend in Leo. As the training tests their limits, Naomi
and Leo’s relationship deepens with each life-altering
experience they encounter. But it’s only when the
finalists become fewer and their destinies grow nearer
that the two can fathom the full weight of everything
at stake: the world, the stars, and their lives.

Fade to Black
A soda war explodes into murder for Nero Wolfe, “one
of the two or three most beloved detectives in fiction”
(Publishers Weekly). For the men of Madison Avenue,
the battle between soft-drink giants Cherr-o-key and
AmeriCherry seems heaven sent. For years now, the
firm of Mills/Lake/Ryman has fought to help Cherr-okey become the nation’s favorite fizzy cherry soda,
but each time they come up with a new slogan,
mascot, or jingle, AmeriCherry somehow beats them
to it. There's a mole inside the agency, and only Nero
Wolfe can ferret him out. Although he's as round as a
cherry himself, Wolfe has no taste for soft drinks. But
the question of industrial espionage is too sweet for
him to resist, and so with assistant Archie Goodwin at
his side, he sets out to end this vicious corporate
feud. Only when the first adman dies does he realize
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that a marketing war can be just as dangerous as the
real thing.

Intrusion
When Tudor explorers returned from the New World,
they brought back a name out of half-forgotten Viking
legend: skraylings. Red-sailed ships followed in the
explorers’ wake, bringing Native American goods--and
a skrayling ambassador--to London. But what do
these seemingly magical beings really want in
Elizabeth I’s capital? Mal Catlyn, a down-at-heel
swordsman, is seconded to the ambassador's
bodyguard, but assassination attempts are the least
of his problems. What he learns about the skraylings
and their unholy powers could cost England her new
ally--and Mal his soul. File Under: Fantasy [
Midsummer Magic | Skraylings | Double Trouble |
Comedy of Terrors ] e-book ISBN: 978-0-85766-215-6
From the Paperback edition.

The Final Six
“A remarkably assured fantasy debut that mixes of
the inventiveness of China Miéville with the fast
paced heroics of David Gemmell.”—Anthony Ryan,
New York Times bestselling author of The Legion of
Flame Set on a postapocalyptic frontier, Blackwing is
a gritty fantasy debut about a man’s desperate battle
to survive his own dark destiny Hope, reason,
humanity: the Misery breaks them all. Under its
cracked and wailing sky, the Misery is a vast and
blighted expanse, the arcane remnant of a
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devastating war with the immortals known as the
Deep Kings. The war ended nearly a century ago, and
the enemy is kept at bay only by the existence of the
Engine, a terrible weapon that protects the Misery’s
border. Across the corrupted no-man’s-land teeming
with twisted magic and malevolent wraiths, the Deep
Kings and their armies bide their time. Watching.
Waiting. Bounty hunter Ryhalt Galharrow has
breathed Misery dust for twenty bitter years. When
he’s ordered to locate a masked noblewoman at a
frontier outpost, he finds himself caught in the middle
of an attack by the Deep Kings, one that signifies they
may no longer fear the Engine. Only a formidable
show of power from the very woman he is seeking,
Lady Ezabeth Tanza, repels the assault. Ezabeth is a
shadow from Galharrow’s grim past, and together
they stumble onto a web of conspiracy that threatens
to end the fragile peace the Engine has provided.
Galharrow is not ready for the truth about the blood
he’s spilled or the gods he’s supposed to serve…

Rule 34
The towering vertical city of Mahala is on the brink of
war with its neighbouring countries. It might be his
worst nightmare, but Rojan and the few remaining
pain-mages have been drafted in to help. The city
needs power in whatever form they can get it - and
fast. With alchemists readying a prototype electricity
generator, and factories producing guns faster than
ever, the city's best advantage is still the mages.
Leading the alchemists is Rojan's sister, with a risky
plan to help tap the mages' strength and overcome
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the armies marching towards them. With food in the
city running out, and a battle approaching that no one
is ready for, risky is the best they've got . . .

A Stranger in Olondria
A killer is on the loose. The victims: children whose
mothers can't protect them. The past is coming back
to haunt the people of London: a murderer is
targeting the children of victims of Raymond Garvey,
an infamous serial killer from London's past. When
Murder Squad veteran Detective Tom Thorne, who
solves the London Police Department's most difficult
cases, is called into what seems like, for once, an
ordinary domestic murder, he thinks he's caught a
break. A woman has been murdered by someone she
knows. A positive pregnancy test found on the floor
beside her. Thorne plans to question the husband,
arrest him and return home to deal with his own
deteriorating personal life. But when a mysterious
sliver of bloodstained X-ray that was found clutched in
the victim's fist is replicated at other crime scenes
around the city, Thorne realizes that this is not a
simple case. As the bits of X-ray begin to come
together to form a picture, it becomes clear that the
killer knows his prey all too well and is moving
through a list that was started long ago. As Thorne
attempts to protect those still alive, nothing and
nobody are what they seem. Not when Thorne is
dealing with one of the most twisted killers he has
ever hunted.

Drake
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Welcome to Korea Traditional Culture Gyeongju, a
Historic City Education and Royal Palaces Remarkable
Economic Development Meet Ara and her friends
Welcome to Korea Let’s Learn about Korea! Seoul,
International City Seoul Forest Namsan Mountain Let’s
Learn Korean! Map of Seoul Tourist Sites in Seoul
Fabulous Seoul Plaza Folk Tale: The Old Men with
Lumps Traditional Culture Korean Folk Village Let’s
Look at a Hanok! Samulnori Korean Folk Games
Insadong Traditional Village Representative Hanok
Villages Graceful Hanbok Delicious Korean Food Folk
Tale: The Brother and the Sister Who Turned into the
Sun and the Moon Gyeongju, a Historic City
Cheomseongdae The National Museum of Gyeongju
The Gyeongju National Museum at a Glance The
Divine Bell of King Seongdeok the Great Relics at the
Gyeongju National Museum Bulguksa Temple and
Seokgulam Grotto Let’s Learn about Bulguksa Temple
Korea’s History at a Glance Folk Tale: The Fairy and
the Woodcutter Education and Royal Palaces Respect
to the Eldely IT Powerhouse Korea, an Economic
Powerhouse Daehangno Changgyeong Palace Royal
Palaces The Korean Wave Folk Tale: The Tiger and
Grandma’s Red Bean Porridge Remarkable Economic
Development A Divided Nation The World Cup
Stadium Beautiful Ecological Park Korea in the World
of Sports World Renowned Artists of Korea Folk Tale:
The Bride Who Openly Farted
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
FICTION
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